Duragrain
Timber-Look
Venetians
Make your windows look great with
easy to use Timber look Duragrain
venetians

What is Duragrain?
Duragrain is a Polyresin (quality plastic) venetian
blind. Made to look like a timber blind, but
designed to be more durable- hence the name
Duragrain. They are water proof, so perfect for wet
areas, steam proof, so can be used in steamy
bathrooms and they are very strong against the
Suns UV rays and can withstand upto 73 degrees
Celsius.

Duragrain can be custom made in either 63mm or 50mm blade sizes.
The 50mm version has a larger choice of colours and the option of a
ridged version though. 63mm Duragrain comes in either white or
Ivory polished finish. Where as Duragrain 50mm has the option of
Cherry, Golden Oak, White, Parchment and Ivory. See the picture on
page two for colour examples or email us for a full size PDF of colours.
Duragrain comes with an 85mm Pelmet too which can have returns
on either end if required. Please see the picture to the left bottom of
this page for an example.
The controls are of course completely child safe and made of polyester
to match the colour of your blind. Eg Cherry blind, brown strings and
controls.
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Quality is
Guaranteed

	
  

We guarantee you will be so impressed
by the quality of our Duragrain Blinds,
as we only use Australian mechanisms,
parts and fabrics! Plus they are an
exclusive product unlike anything else
on the market.
Plus we have the largest fabric range in
Perth including every Designer brand to
choose from. Our fitters are the best in
the business and our team know their
stuff.
Perth Eagle Blinds has 30 years of
experience providing only the best
premium products & we always ensure
you will receive the best quality
available.

“Duragrain is the best Wood Look Venetian there is, Ive been selling them since 2006 and my
customers just keep wanting to buy them again once they
move
house”
Quoted
by Paul
Assinder- Sales Director/Designer
Quoted by Paul Assinder Sales Director/ Designer

2700mm is the longest we will manufacture
Duragrains too as they are fairly heavy to lift if too
big. We only use the best quality Australian parts
for our blinds & the head box underneath the
pelmet is top of the range commercial grade.
Duragrain is so easy to clean too.
How do I clean my Duragrains?
Cleaning is pretty easy on these great blinds, required at least twice a
year, use a sponge and dry cloth for the best results. Just wipe of any
dust and dry with a clean cloth for your blinds to look brand new
again. Or you can of course vacuum them or simply dust them as
required.

